[Differential regulation of phenazine-1-carboxylic acid and pyoluteorin production mediated by inactivated gacA in Pseudomonas sp. M18].
Pseudomonas sp. M18 is one of the plant-growth-promoting rhizobacteria, which can produce fungicides: phenazine-1-carboxylic acid (PCA) and pyoluteorin (Plt). The chromosomally gacA inactivated mutant named M18G was constructed and its PCA production was enhanced 31-fold and Plt production was almost blocked completely in KMB medium. To assess the mutual influence of two antibiotics, the plt gene cluster mutant M18T and the phz gene cluster mutant M18GA were then constructed. Non-Plt-producing M18T could synthesize the same amount of PCA as wild type strain. Plt could not be detected in M18GA while PCA production was inhibited dramatically in it. Results indicate that promotion of PCA and inhibition of Plt production in M18G do result from the inactivation of gacA gene. It suggests that the production of antibiotics in strain M18 is differentially mediated by the gacA.